CTVista™ is the dynamic way to monitor and control your water treatment system.

Via tablet, smart phone or PC, you have access to all the performance parameters established for your system. Management Use Reports/Trends, KPIs, Inventory Levels, and Alerts of out-of-range operations are available in real time, 24/7. CTVista is not just a monitoring service – it’s an intelligent way to collect and react to critical water treatment operations.

- System confidence & peace of mind knowing ChemTreat field support is there 24/7
- More efficient use and control of process chemicals
- Reduces/controls water use and provides detailed reports for evaluation
- Authorized personnel log-on in a secure environment and input data, creating fast, accurate reports

The open platform web-based way to communicate with and control your water treatment system. From virtually anywhere.
Data Analysis

Provides data and controls to:
- closely monitor system performance
- pinpoint & correct system inefficiencies
- utilize manpower more efficiently
- reduce total operating costs
- monitor critical performance parameters
- quickly create vital reports